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I am a fourth generation Baird who has farmed this property at Benmore. The Baird family settled in

Southland in 1862.

I attended Lincoln University and on graduation worked for fifteen years in finance and accounting

before returning to our farm in 2002. I hold an accounting qualification and I am also a member of the

lnstitute of Directors. I have been on the Executive of Federated Farmers for 7 years and I am serving my

third year as President.

Our family have advanced several farming systems on this flat, versatile property and currently we have

an 800 cow dairy herd.

On an undulating property at Dipton West we run young stock and breeding bulls.

Success in farming can be measured in many ways, a viable business and industry to pass on to the next

generation is large in my mind. Federated Farmers is a membership based organisation representing all

farmers, we need to be mindful of rules that help one sector yet could be very detrimental to

another. We owe it to those who will follow us to ensure that regional planning documents are fit for

purpose.
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Ob.lectrve i
Land ond water ond associoted ecosystems ore sustainably manoged os integrated natural resources,

recognising the connectivity between surfoce water and groundwoter, ond between freshwater, lond ond

the coast.

This objective was not that well understood by submitters with only L4 responses. Thirteen submissions

were in support of it, with Fish and Game seeking some amendments. After consideration of Fish and

Games submission, staff have added the word sustainability (indicated in bold above) to the objective.

To provide clarity for plan users, as was the case with objectives in the RWP, Federated Farmers would

ask that plain English explanations of what this objective and the other new objectives mean, could

please be completed.

Oblectrve 2

Water ond lond is recognised as on enobler of the economic, social and culturol wellbeing of the region

This is a very significant objective in the plan. There were 46 submissions received on it, with 28 in

support. As the regional GDP chart below shows, Southland's economy is strongly underpinned
by agriculture. This is not necessarily a bad thing but it means there needs to be flexibility in the
planning framework to allow land use change to follow market signals. This has been understood in the
past and is illustrated in Figure 3 below. From the mid 1980's total stock units have not changed

significantly - the intensification story has been over emphasised in my view. There has however been a

large fall in sheep, a fall in beef and deer numbers and a significant rise in dairy related animals.

Without these changes occurring, Southland's GDP per capita would have dropped and other
demographic factors would have played out. Rural schools would have closed and rural servicing towns

would have reduced in size. Southlands population would have contracted by many thousands and

other social problems could have developed. House prices in urban areas would have fallen as people

left Southland in search of employment in other regions.

I hope the commissioners have had the opportunity to visit some of Southland's rural towns. The fall in

income from sheep affected many. The revival of Gore, Edendale,Winton, Otautau, Riverton,

Mossburn and others can be thanked on the land use shift to dairy and dairy support. The coal towns of
Ohai and Nightcaps illustrate clearly howthe cold winds of change can batterthe heart out of a

community.



Amendment Sought

I believe the staff who analysed the submissions received on Objective 2 have not fully considered the

importance of this objective.

One hundred and fifty years of effort by our farming forbearers developed this region into a productive

landscape that can feed its people and millions of others around the world; they established roading

infrastructure for the mobility of the province and those who visi! they developed the landscape using a

mixture of natural and exotic flora to enhance Southlands natural beauty and some also accepted the

ultimate cost, with thousands of young men leaving this province during two great wars, to ensure the

tenants of democracy were upheld - many never to return.

Farming counts in this province and it needs greater recognition. Recognition that will provide more

certainty to current farmers and those who will be farming in the future.

This certainty is undermined by the use of the physiographic zones in the plan. This is new science that

explains how the water chemistry changes as it passes through the landscape. This science has been

corrupted in my view by trying to condense it into 9 zones which are then used in this plan, ultimately

creating winners and losers. The full value of the physiographic science will be best achieved outside of

the planning framework. Graeme will talk more on this shortly.

Farmers would support the on-going development of this science as it would enhance their

understanding of their land and how their practices can impact on water quality. Their fear that this

science, incorporated into the planning space could tear value and opportunity from their businesses

would be allayed.

Rewrite the objective to read (new wording in bold):

Woter ond lond is recognised os an enabler of the economic, social and cukural wellbeing of the region.

People hove flexibitity ond choice to modify, change and develop lond for lorming purposes within a

lramework ol long-term sustoinoble use.



Tdngoto whenua values and interests ore identified ond reflected in the monagement of freshwoter and

a ssocioted ecosyste ms.

Objeaive 5

Ngdi Tohu hove occess to and sustainable customory use of, both commerciol ond non-commerciol,

mohinga koi resources, nohoongo, mdtoitai and taidpure.

Objedive 15

Toongo species, os set out in Appendix M, ond reloted hobitats, are recognised ond provided for,

There were L7, L3,10 and 9 submitters respectively on the above objectives. I believe this reflects the

lower level of understanding of what these objective mean.

The Regional Water Plan had limited content with regard to Ngai Tahu cultural values. Objective 3 made

reference to Ngai Tahu cultural values, including mahinga kai. With the inclusion of four objectives in the
pSWLP, this should re-balance lwi's need for an understanding of matters which are important to them.

I reiterate the need for a broader explanation of what these objectives intend for the plan. I believe

there is a growing understanding of cultural values in Southland with a desire for this knowledge to be

built further.

lwi came to these shores over 800 years ago however migration to New Zealand has occurred over a

longer period of time and it is still occurring. Other cultures and heritage are important to this province

and should not go un-recognised. I re-emphasise here why the extension to Objective 2 should be made.

Objective 7

Any further over-ollocation of freshwater (water quality and quontity) is avoided ond existing over-

ollocotion is phased out in in occordonce with timefromes estoblished under Freshwoter Management

Unit processes.

There are 17 submissions on Objective 7, with four in support seeking it is retained without amendment

The officer has accepted Federated Farmers suggested amendment and the objective now reads.
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Objectives/Policies

values by focusrng on the critical of most sensidve values for each

watetbody. These "critical values" were agreed through the consultative

process. Measurement and monitoring of these Parameters will
determine whether or not the obiectives are being met. Examples of
pafametefs and standards that are relevant to flatufal character and

aesthetics of watet quality include condidons relating to bacterial and

fungal slime gtowths and visual clarity.

Contact tecreation standards ale aPPropriate in areas that are regulady

used for bathing and also in hill and mountain lakes where watef quality

is high. In other watef bodies, this standard is unrealistic in the shott

term. Ptotection of the instream ecosystem is a more appropriate goal.

Maintaining habitat suitable for ttout or nadve fi.sh, as appropriate, will
ensure protection of the macroinvertebtate, aquatic plant and periphyton
communities on which they depend. All water should be suitable for
stock to ddnk and to support Ngai Tahu's cultural values. Lowland lakes

^te 
zt risk of euttophication, hence the obiective to Protect against

excessive enrichment and excessive sedimentation.

Several values afe colnmon to a number of drfferent surface water body

types. However, achieving the obiective may requte drffetent tools ot
ake longer, depending on the water classification of the surface water
body. These goals will not be met overnight. The obiective is therefore
to make progress towards achieving them. Progtess will be reviewed by

monitoring the specified water quality parametels and trends in these

pafameters. A lack of progress towards the goals may result in a review

of the Plan provisions to require stdcter standatds.

Objective 4 - Gradual improvement in sudace water
ual rameters

Other releaant see"tions: Ixaet 1, 5A- 7, Obydiuu )IA-D. Policiet 1, 1A' 2- 4,6-1 )8, 3841 .44,

krh 1 , 2, 3AJ 7,49, 51 , Surion 2.3.

To lorlarl^ge the discharge of contaminants and encourage best

envfuonmental practice to improve the water quality in surface watel
bodies classified as hill, lowland (hard bed), lowland (soft bed) and spring

fed, and in particulaf to achieve a minimum of 10 petcent improvement

in levels of the following watet quality Parameters over L0 years ftom the

date this Plan became operative fiarr'tary 2010):

(r) microbiological contaminants
(b) nitrate
(.) phosphorus
(d) clarity

Explanation
The quality of water in many surface water bodies does not curently
meet the goals in Obiective 3. Improvements in lowland streams may be

hardest to achieve, due to prevalence of intensive farming in the

catchments, and upstteam cumuladve effects. Discharges of the

contaminants specifred into hill, lowland and spring fed classes of watet

body are the most significant barrier to achieving Obiective 3. Achieving+AA#
coar+ Regional Water Plan for Southland Obiectives/Policies - Page 5



Obiectives/Policies .
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An imptovement of a minimum of 10 percenr over the life of the Plan is
considered to be a realistic goal given that in many of the water bodies
there is an increasing trend in parameter concentrations affectmg water
quality and the fust task is ro reverse this trend and then work toward
implementing sftategies to measure improvements. The approach taken
under this objective does not curtail furure options of stricter controls if
the curent approach to progressrng toward the long-term goals through
the short-term indicators is unsuccessfirl in achieving the obiectives. At
the same time however the approach should ensure the current situation
does not deteriorate further.

Management and improvement of discharges ro the said water bodies
will require a combination of regulatory and non-regulatory mechanisms.
The water quaiity section of the Plan with associated polices and rules is
but one interventi.on or tool to manage discharges of contaminants and
recognise for point and non point sources of pollution. The Regional
Effluent Land Application Plan, Regional Solid W'aste Management
Plan, and policies and rules in the bed disrurbance section of this Plan
govern management of some sources of these contaminants. A number
of sites in Southland are monitored regularly for the parameters listed
under objective 4. Monitoring of these sites will determine success at
meeting this objective and where necessary str{cter controls on resource
conseflts, higher standards for permrtted activides, and advocacy,
education and incentives to improve practices that result in the discharge
of contaminants through non-point means will be implemented.
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